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WHAT STUDENTS SAY:

Incredible…Gorgeous…Fascinating…Birds are these things & more!

“My favorite part was when we were
looking for a nest, a cactus, and a
feather, and it was very fun!”
– Alex A., 1st grade, Vista College
Preparatory

Who better to bring the magic of birds to YOUR camp than
Audubon? For over 100 years, our organization has been
engaging people of all ages with birds in unique and innovative
ways. Birds surround us at home as well as on the trail and are a
ready bridge to the natural world. Just one inspiring experience
with birds at camp can spark a lifelong passion not only for birds
but for their habitats as well. What’s more, learning about birds is
FUN!

Winged Wonders was developed by experienced Audubon

Naturalists and is a distillation of the best and most effective
activities that bring bird study to life. Our educators come to YOU
with customized programming and takeaways to engage and
inspire. The program can be readily tailored to a wide range of
ages and abilities and can serve up to 60 participants.

3 HOUR PROGRAM
Winged Wonders Includes:

“I love to learn how animals and plants
solve problems and I like to think
about how people might solve some of
their problems the same way. That’s
why I love nature and the outdoors.
One day I hope to have a job working
with nature and conservation and I
believe that Audubon will help me
reach that goal!”
– Caden L., 6th grade, Wigwam Creek
Middle School

• Bird Identification Introduction
o Campers experience unique bird artifacts and an
interactive bird identification game by sound.
• Bird and Nature Walk
o Campers use binoculars and venture on a guided
nature/bird walk along local forest trails.
• Food Web Frenzy
o Campers learn of the complex wildlife connections
within a habitat through this survival tag game.
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